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A #FSMas terdish from Four Seasons  Hotel George V. Image credit: Four Seasons

 
By ST AFF REPORT S

Hospitality group Four Seasons Hotels and Resorts is spotlighting its most iconic dishes in an engaging new
Instagram series.

Each week through Dec. 27, Four Seasons will share classic and innovative menu items from its world-class
restaurants and bars using the hashtag #FSMasterdish. Culinary exploration is a more popular than ever among
affluent travelers, and sharing unique dishes can help Four Seasons differentiate itself from luxury competitors.

#FSMasterdish
Four Seasons has a rich culinary legacy, with 27 Michelin stars across 18 dining establishments worldwide. The new
weekly series, which coincides with Instagram's popular #FoodieFriday, will share dishes from properties in Paris,
Mexico City, Seoul and more.

Among the featured Masterdishes are pork buns created by executive chef Yan Tak for Four Seasons Hong Kong and
smoked s'mores from the Four Seasons Washington D.C. pastry chef, Chelsea Spaulding.
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View this post on Instagram

 

Dishes designed to excite your senses. Meet #FSMasterdish our global series highlighting the culinary expert ise
of our food and drink craftspeople. At #FourSeasons restaurants and bars, our chefs and mixologists create
dishes and drinks that amaze our guests and capture the imagination of foodies everywhere. Follow along and
see for yourself as we reveal spectacular creations from around the world every Friday. Visit  link in our bio to
discover more. #FoodieFriday

A post shared by Four Seasons Hotels | Resorts (@fourseasons) on Nov 22, 2019 at 6:00am PST

Four Seasons shared a trailer for #FSMasterdish on Instagram

As each edible masterpiece is revealed, Four Seasons will also share more about the chefs and the inspiration
behind each dish or cocktail.

According to JLL's 2019 Foodservice Trend report, nearly three-quarters of foodservice spend in 2018 was on
dining-in occasions. As consumers seek out more unique experiences, luxury brands across the retail and
hospitality sectors are ramping up their culinary offerings.

Excluding lodging, travelers spent $48.7 billion within hotels in 2017. This figure includes spending at hotel
restaurants, bars, lounges and room service (see story).

"Four Seasons is home to some of the very best restaurants and bars in the world," said Christian Clerc, president of
global operations at Four Seasons, in a statement. "With Masterdish we are placing our most iconic dishes center
stage, celebrating the passion and artistry that are at the root of everything we do."
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